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“Many of our guests come for

the thrills but then the eco and
nature elements is often what re-
ally sticks with them afterwards.”

To best integrate a strong
environmental and education-
al ethos alongside the adrena-
line rush of flying above and
through one of Whistler’s last
old-growth forests, Ziptrek
relies on their boots on the
ground (and in the sky)—
their guides.

“We are running with about
eighty guides right now,” Hub-

bard says, “and each one has
graduated from a compre-
hensive three-week training
course. Some of that is the
essential safety training and
ropes skills, but a big compo-
nent is about the ecology of
the area. The flora and fauna,
the history, and the actions
we can take to minimize our
impact and still have a great
experience.”

Ziptrek tours whisk through
a stand of old-growth forest
in the Fitzsimmons Creek
valley, in between Whistler

and Blackcomb mountains.
Guides lead tours through a
combination of suspension
bridges and incredibly engi-
neered treetop observation
and launch platforms made
from local cedar because it is
naturally resilient to the West
Coast environment. It’s an in-
timate, and educational way
to experience the Whistler
landscape.

“Our guides will spend up to
three hours with our guests,”
Hubbard says. “The conversa-
tion often goes beyond ziplin-

ing and people love to learn
about Whistler and the area
from a local’s perspective.”

Of course, once you leave
the platform the high-flying
thrill of ziplining takes over.
And Ziptrek’s free-range har-
nesses mean hanging upside
down is not only possible, it’s
encouraged. Knowledgeable
guides teaching you cool
stuff about nature is fun, but
inverted gravitational mo-
mentum charts, too.

Visit ziptrek.com for more
about the Ziptrek experience.
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CAROLINE HELBIG

What’s your idea of a great
hike? An alpine outing to
meadows bursting with wild-
flowers, a gentle stroll to shim-
mering lakes, a cardio work-
out…? Here’s the good news:
Whistler has a hike to suit every
preference and ability. Find
your perfect hike in Whistler.

“One of my favourite things
about hiking inWhistler is how
easy it is to get to the alpine,”
says Marion Young, Commu-
nications Specialist at Tourism
Whistler. “Gondolas and chair-
lifts make those breathtaking
mountain views accessible,
leaving you with more time
to explore up top.” Ride to the
alpine with a Whistler PEAK 2
PEAK 360 Experience ticket,
the gateway to more than fifty
kilometres of trails.

Shortontimeorenergy?There
are easy alpine trails that start on
both ends of the famous PEAK
2 PEAK Gondola. Try Whistler’s
Spearhead Walk or Blackcomb’s
Alpine Walk. Both have spec-
tacular panoramic views.

For intermediate-level hikes,
Harmony Lake Trail on Whis-
tler and the Overlord Trail/
Lakeside Loop on Blackcomb
are great choices. “Wildflower
viewing is in its prime,” says

Young. “These trails offer ex-
ceptional displays of colour.”

For a more challenging hike,
Whistler’s High Note Trail is a
must do. Accessed from the
top of the Peak Express chair-
lift, this hike has unbelievable
views to iconic Black Tusk and
turquoise-coloured Cheak-
amus Lake. If the 3–4 hour
loop is too long, shorten it by
using the Half Note Trail. Eas-
ier still, Whistler Summit In-
terpretive Walk is the ultimate
high alpine sampler.

Back down in the village,
Whistler’s Valley Trail offers
forty kilometres of easy walk-
ing and biking paths that the
whole family will love. Check
out the Lost Lake Loop for one
of the most beautiful and ac-
cessible ways to enjoy forest,
lake and mountain scenery.
Don’t forget your bathing suit!

The Blackcomb Ascent
Trails, Whistler’s version of the
famous Grouse Grind, are now
fully open. Cardio fiends can
choose their sweat level on
Little Burn, Big Burn or Heart
Burn. Test what you’re made of
while hiking through gorgeous
coastal rainforest, and then
chill on the chairlift down.

For information on these
and other hikes, visit whistler.
com/activities/hiking/.

Hiking in Whistler: From Peaceful Stroll to Cardio Blast
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